Ray tracing (RT) software has been used to develop a site-specific autoregressive (AR) model for an indoor radio channel. A comparison is carried out between this model and that derived from the channel measurements. To enhance the congruence between the two models, an interpolation technique is applied to the RT raw data. It is concluded that a two-pole AR model can be derived from the RT software instead of the channel measurements. Results obtained from RT software avoid expensive and time consuming measurement process.
Introduction: The indoor wireless systems are expected to be deployed on a large scale in the near future. Site-specific propagation characterisation will then be important for deployment planning and performance evaluation using software tools. Many wideband statistical models have been proposed for characterising the indoor radio channels in the time-and frequency-domains [ 11. These models are derived from the extensive propagation data for wide variety of buildings. Time-domain models represent the time response as a tapped delay line. The values and statistics of the model coefficients are derived from the measured time response of the channel profiles [ 11. Frequency-domain models represent the frequency response as a site-specific autoregressive (AR) system driven by white noise [2] . The locations and statistics of poles of the model are derived from the frequency response of the channel. The method for finding the poles of an AR model, given a channel profile of a radio channel, is presented in [l] where it is shown that an indoor channel could be modelled by up to 5 poles. Furthermore, results in [2] concluded that it is sufficient to use the two most significant poles only, thus, the number of coefficients required is less than for the time-domain models. Therefore, it is easier to implement this model in block oriented software. The AR model is further extended in [4] to include the Doppler spectrum to the AR model.
Statistical models, in general, are simple and computationally efficient and therefore commonly used in computer simulation. However, they lack accuracy since they are not based on the specifics of the place where the deployment is intended. A good example of non-site-specific models is the JTC model 141. To improve the statistical models, we suggest deriving them from sitespecific propagation information, therefore, we call them site-specific statistical models. There are two main methods to attain the site-specific propagation information. The first is by carrying out numerous measurements for the time or frequency response of the site in question [l] . This is the most accurate method for characterising the channel, but it is very costly and time consuming. The second method is to use simulation software developed for calculating the radio channel profiles, such as the ray tracing (RT) soft-.
ware. The muracy of the RT method has been examined and found satisfactory when compared with the actual measurement 131. The advantage of RT over measurements is that the results are obtained faster and more economically [l] .
In this Letter, we find the equivalent AR poles for the channel profiles generated by RT, and compare them with the poles derived from the measurements. The criterion of comparison will be the statistics of the location of the two most significant poles. It is also shown that irregular interpolation of the raw RT channel profiles improves the agreement of the AR poles found from the measurements and the R T data.
Channel profiles and AR models: Two sets of channel profiles are collected: one set is from the actual measurements, and the other is generated by RT software. The RT software used in this research has been developed at the Centre of Wireless Information Studies (CWINS)-WPI [:SI. It is based on the ray-shooting technique used to generate channel profiles for given transmitter/ receiver locations. Throughout our research, we maintained the following parameters in both cases: (i) the centre frequency of the channel is 1 GHz, with a bandwidth of 200MHz (ii) the number of profdes is 620, taken from different locations on the second floor of the AK Labs building. The channel profiles can be expressed by N Z=1 ~( T J = p,, T,, and @, are the magnitude, path time delay, and phase of the ith path, respectively. Using eqn. 1, samples of the frequency correlation function of the channel frequency response are obtained from: Pre-processing of the results of RT: As we will see in the following Section, direct use of the result from RT in eqn. 2 does not provide a satisfactory result, hence we need to pre-process the RT profdes. There are two reasons for performing a pre-processing step on the RT data prior to evaluation of eqn. 2. First, the profiles obtained from RT are generally a group of irregularly delayed impulses; i.e. T, # i. At. Second, the measurement profiles are bandlimited, in contrast to the RT profdes. Hence, we need a method for estimating regularly delayed profiles from the original results of RT. This can be achieved by irregular signal interpolation, which is based on the following general equation: from the origmal irregular RT profdes. Then, we estimate the corresponding AR models from regular profdes. Fig. 3 shows the result of this method. It is clear that we have a significant enhancement, especially for the second significant pole. Table 1 shows the key statistical parameters of the three cases. Results and discussion: For each channel profde we find the poles of the equivalent AR model using the method described in the preceeding Section. This is carried out for both sets of 620 profdes from both measurements and RT to generate the ffth-order AR models. Figs. 1 and 2 show the z-plane scatter plots of poles for the AR models, as derived from measurements and RT, respectively. It is apparent that the two plots are similar, except for the second significant poles, for which the RT values of magnitude and angle are less than those obtained by measurement. To reduce this discrepancy, regularly sampled profiles need to be estimated 
